14  Round and round and round:
1  what slope is now chronometric?
2  where is a duck bill followed by a dive?
3  where might there be help from the north-westerly?
4  what recalls the twin child nurtured by a lupine wet nurse?
5  what would be recognised in Japan as a breed of dog or a
   battleship?
6  where was a suggestion of risotto changed to honour one of the
   greatest?
7  what is a reminder of a murderous conflict with Matilda’s son?
8  where is there a reminder of a Cervantes-based première?
9  what owes its name to discarded underwear?
10  what recalls the rule of Kerchak?

15  Which dual enterprise:
1  could work wonders?
2  took over from West and Wyatt?
3  gives one a shot at Double Dutch?
4  exploited the unique qualities of Siberian Weasels’ hair?
5  created 33 complications in a limited edition of just four devices?
6  brought together ideas on seating in ocean liners and combat
   aircraft?
7  began with the initial export of raisins by brothers-in-law?
8  created a major outlet for the Lindströms’ product?
9  partly suggests rodents in the sail loft?
10  first sold clothing in Friesland?

16  1  what included the Bill as part of the Rape?
2  what is long in Britain but short across the Pond?
3  whence the destination of Commons members on resignation?
4  what was the location of an old world strigine residence of great
   charm?
5  in what did conflict between Maharashtrian refugees and the
   weeping willow lead to arson?
6  what took ended with the delivery of an unwanted porcine
   appendage, followed by a maternal death and a disposal by ants?
7  what was derived from a Hessian event, and came out shortly after
   Jerry’s passing?
8  what ended with a decisive Gallic victory on the banks of the
   Dordogne?
9  what unique event took place at Bristol on 17th May 1895?
10  in what did two pearl fishers twice top the poll?

17  1  where did Colonel Ross and the Inspector await the travellers?
2  where did the duo alight when following up Cubitt’s conundrum?
3  which little “halt-on-demand station” was used by the would-be
   anglers?
4  from where in the Peak District had the prep school Principal
   obtained a return ticket?
5  from where did they plan to take the 11:10 to investigate the death
   of the Colonel of the Royal Munsters?
6  at which small wayside station did they alight in investigating the
   death of the retired seal and whale fisher?
7  from where did the messengers drive to the Russian Embassy with
   documents to save Alexis?
8  in responding to Miss Hunter’s request, where was their train due
   to arrive at 11:30?
9  which station was visited twice in the investigation of Sir Eustace’s
   death?
10  where did they change trains in deceiving the mathematician?

18  During 2019:
1  who needed just 7.69 seconds at WD18?
2  which myopic nightwatchman fell just eight short?
3  which Servant, having acted the part, was elected in reality?
4  where did a spiral slide add fun to the Holy and Undivided Trinity?
5  whose famous embrace in Times Square has been remembered 73
   years later?
6  how have the trailblazing efforts of Cyrille, Laurie and Brendon
   been recognised?
7  on what did a spelling mistake appear in Edith Cowan’s maiden
   speech?
8  who triumphed with paraffin, where Icarus had failed with wax?
9  what Chrysanthemum changeover has taken place?
10  what Cambrian fruit has graduated to PDO status?
1. Where was the home of the flat-bottomed Dreadnought?
2. Whence the cobbler who developed the long drop?
3. What can be grey, wrinkled or wreathed?
4. Which sombre architect was the inspiration for which Catalan composer's masterpiece?

5. In whose garden can we both gather nosegays?
1. Where did Alexander defeat the crusaders on ice?
2. Where did the Doctor remove the bullet from beneath his own breast?
3. Where did the Robin assist in locating the key to the secret garden?
4. Where did the Doctor remove the bullet from beneath his own breast?

6. Where was the home of the flat-bottomed Dreadnought?
1. Where did the Doctor remove the bullet from beneath his own breast?
2. Where did the Robin assist in locating the key to the secret garden?
3. Where did the Doctor remove the bullet from beneath his own breast?

7. Where were we 76 for 7?
1. Which Somme battle depicted the encounter of our green and pleasant land?
2. Which Somme battle depicted the encounter of our green and pleasant land?
3. Which Somme battle depicted the encounter of our green and pleasant land?

8. Where were the forgeries sunk after Bernhard?
1. Where did a Balkan amphitheatre overhang the first lock?
2. Where did the Doctor remove the bullet from beneath his own breast?
3. Where did the Robin assist in locating the key to the secret garden?

9. What currency of which country is suggested by:
1. What currency of which country is suggested by:
2. What currency of which country is suggested by:
3. What currency of which country is suggested by:

10. Whence the winter's spray, washing through the bars in high winds?
1. Whence the winter's spray, washing through the bars in high winds?
2. Whence the winter's spray, washing through the bars in high winds?
3. Whence the winter's spray, washing through the bars in high winds?